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What’s this all about?

“For all devices running iOS 8.0 and later versions, Apple will no longer be performing iOS data extractions as the data sought will be encrypted and Apple will not possess the encryption key.” -- Apple Legal Process Guidelines for Law Enforcement
Reactions?
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"The notion that someone would market a closet that could never be opened – even if it involves a case involving a child kidnapper and a court order – to me does not make any sense."

"What concerns me about this is companies marketing something expressly to allow people to place themselves beyond the law."

"It is fully possible to permit law enforcement to do its job while still adequately protecting personal privacy,"

"[...] With all their wizardry, perhaps Apple [...] could invent a kind of secure golden key they would retain and use only when a court has approved a search warrant."

"The company’s slovenly security on iCloud made it the butt of jokes for weeks [...] With the release of iOS 8, Apple made a privacy improvement so dramatic that it should rightly wipe out the taint of these security failures."

"With iOS 8, Apple has finally brought their operating system up to what most experts would consider “acceptable security”"

"The only actions that have undermined the rule of law are the government’s deceptive and secret mass surveillance programs."

"The iPhone never had a “Backdoor”—just bad security design"
“People beyond the law.”

“A closet that could never be opened.”
“Dramatic security improvement.”

“Government’s deceptive and secret mass surveillance programs.”
“Acceptable security.”
“No backdoor, just bad security.”
So, what’s actually going on?
iOS Security Overview
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  - Has its own secure memory for storing and processing information
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- Every device has a UID, GID and Apple Root Certificate
  - UID - Unique to a single device, unknown to Apple
  - GID - Unique to class of processors (e.g. A8 processor has a key common in all A8 processors)
  - Apple Root Certificate - Used for verifying Apple signatures (verifying software)
  - Passcode - User defined password for accessing phone and contents
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1. User creates a File
2. System creates a File Key specifically for encrypting that file
3. The File Key gets encrypted by one of 4 Class Keys, making sure the file is accessed appropriately
4. The encrypted File Key is stored in the File's Metadata
5. The File Metadata is encrypted with the File System Key
6. The File System Key is encrypted by the UID and the GID
7. 3 out of 4 Class Keys are encrypted by Passcode, UID, and GID (One wrapped by UID and GID)
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- No Protection
  - Only encrypted using UID/GID, same level of encryption as before iOS8
- Protected Until First User Authentication
  - Files are locked until the user first opens them, protects against reboot attacks
- Protected Unless Open
  - The device can be locked but the file open, if not opened the file is protected
- Complete Protection
  - Accessible only on an unlocked device
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- “The iPhone never had a ‘backdoor’-just poor security design” - Julian Sanchez
- Apple could decrypt files by signing and running an alternate boot-loader that told the device to decrypt all files without asking for a passcode
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- Apple could decrypt files by signing and running an alternate boot-loader that told the device to decrypt all files without asking for a passcode

What’s New

- More files default to more secure file classes
- 3 out of 4 file classes are encrypted using UID/GID and passcode
  - Apple has no access to passcode and therefore cannot decrypt using previous method
Security Incentives

● Apple must balance between usability and security
  ○ Even when Apple recognizes a threat to their security, it may be difficult to find a user-friendly solution
  ○ “Four-digit pins are more secure than having no passcode—but they’re more annoying to use. And having no passcode at all is the simplest option for the user, but it offers no security”

● Biggest threats to mobile device security:
  1. Friends/Acquaintances/Significant others snooping on your device
  2. Theft of device by common criminals
  3. Targeting of your data by sophisticated attackers

● Previous versions of iOS protected fairly well against 1 and 2, a simple passcode would prevent snoopers and common criminals from gaining access

● Apple and Apple users were not overly concerned at the time about sophisticated attackers (more advanced criminals, law enforcement, government agencies …)
Updated Security Incentives

- Apple users become more aware and thus more concerned about sophisticated criminals
  - Need for better security against the third category of attackers
  - New security changes give users the impression they are more protected, in reality they are still not adequately protected against sophisticated security attacks (like those of law enforcement)
The Real Vulnerability: User Friendliness

- **Escrow Keybag**
  - A collection of keys that allow access to all of your backup data
  - It’s stored on devices you have paired with the phone (computer, iPad, etc)
  - Allows phone to be reset in case of lost passcode

- **Jonathan Zdziarski**
  - Trains Police in how to break iOS devices
  - You can access your locked phone contents from a desktop (it’s so user-friendly)
    - This allows current commercial forensic tools to get your camera reel, videos, any recordings, anything on iTunes, all 3rd party application data
    - This requires access to the paired device
Threat Models

Attacker possesses GID (easily obtainable)
- What can the attacker do?
- Not much, since the Class Key is derived from the UID + GID

Attacker possesses GID + UID (not practical, but theoretically possible to get UID)
- What can the attacker do?
- Before iOS-8 the attacker could access all files
- with iOS-8 the attacker can only access files in “No Protection” class
Threat Models cntd.

Attacker possesses GID + UID + user passcode (generally hard to do, only user should know the user passcode)

- What can the attacker do?
- Attacker can access all file types

Attacker gains access to iCloud of user (can be easy if password chosen badly, no two step verification setup)

- What can the attacker do?
- Attacker can access any files backed up on the iCloud
Threat Models cntd.

Attacker gains access to macbook of user (easy enough for law enforcement)

- What can the attacker do?
- Use recovery to get the escrow keybag and gain access to the files on the phone

Attacker forges Apple Root Certificate (hard to do)

- What can the attacker do?
- Before iOS-8, the Root Certificate could be used to decrypt all files
- With iOS-8 only files in no encryption class
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